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Spelling challenge on vocabulary related to maps
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
A chart or key showing the meaning of map symbols.
A. logend   B. legend   C. lugend   D. leggend

2.
Distance north or south of the equator, measured on a meridian.
A. latittude   B. latitud   C. latytude   D. latitude

3.
An atlas index.
A. gazetteer   B. gazetteir   C. gazetteere   D. gazetteeer

4.
A line of latitude south of the north pole.
A. Arctic Qircle   B. Arctik Circle   C. Arctic Circl   D. Arctic Circle

5.
One of two points of intersection of the Earth's axis and the celestial 
sphere.

A. poles   B. polles   C. polese   D. polis

6.

At 0 degrees longitude from which east and west are reckoned (usually
the Greenwich, England longitude).

A. Prime Meridian   B. Prime Meri�an   C. Prime Miridian   D. Prame 
Meridian

7.
Unit for expressing latitude and longitude.
A. degre   B. degreee   C. dgr   D. degree

8.
"Down" on a map.
A. soth   B. soutth   C. sowth   D. south

9.

180 degrees longitude is known as the ______ ______ Line.

A. International Mate   B. International Dyte   C. International Date   D. 
International Datee
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